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Budget may get help
-ASBSU may get $76,000 increase
money, increase funds, and have money
available for emergency situations.
'
For example, Jackson said a new policYfor
organizations using the copy machine will be
ASBSU will receive about $76,000 more
in effect The machine had previously cost
next year if university increases are approvASBSUthousands
of dollars per year.
ed, ASBSU Pres. Steve Jackson said. IncreasOrganizations
now
get
a limited number of
ed full-time tuition will also be a factor in
free copies and must pay for additional
the higher student government budget,
'copies themselves. Small changes like this will
Jackson said.
help save money, according to Jackson.
'''The fee increases will create more money
The senate plans.to start a reserve account
for ASB:' Jackson said, "It isa necessary
for emergencies and a budget procedure for
evil:'
the senate. ASBSU also plans to establish a
Thition fees will increase by $15 per fullscholarship fund for needy students, "We will
time student if the new budget is approved.
set up these details during the summer and
ASBSU will receive $3 of that amount. Three
implement them in the fall:' Jackson added,
dollars will go to The University News,
Jackson said that the same basic funding
athletics will receive $8, and- the marching
policy ASBSU is using
band will receive $1 of
now will be used next
.each student'S fee,
with exception of
Who will receive funds year,
Jackson said. The
the few new policies,
senate is also asking
from the- proposed
pending
senate
for a small fee increase
approval.
fee increases
for part-time students.
The senate also
The budgeting proplans to open a
cess is in progress and
$10,000
certified
will be finalized the
deposit savings aclast week of April or
,count for scholarships.
the first week of May,
The $10,000 will not
ASBSU
Treasurer
be used but the inBrian Falck said. The
terest earned will be
academic and athletic
used for additional
budgets have been
funding, Falck said.
finalized, Falck said.
Jackson said that he
Falck said that none
expects the 1985-86
of the departments or
ASBSU budget" to
organizations will see
'··llaveToj)g-riU1ge:effects~'·
any decreases in funds
on the next five to 10
next fall. "Actually; we
years and the budget
are looking increases.
should keep improvI don't foresee any
ing. "We're trying to
decreases:' he said.
satisfy as many people
ASBSU is not in
as possible and still do good for the students:'
debt, according to Falck, "On paper we might
he said.
be in the red, but overall we aren't]' he added.
"Next year's budget will probably be the
Falck and Jackson said the Senate Act 21
best that ASBSU has had for a long time;'
wil1help curtail spending this fall. The'senate
Falck added.
is also working on new policies to save

by Rita Bibb
The University News

,

.

Rick Boger enjoys the sun while reading In front of the llbmry Monday. Photo by Ryan
Buzzlnl
'

Colleges shift curriculum, lure private funding
control over univeristies in order to access the
best minds and technology for their own corporate goals:'
And with the high demand for scientists,
engineers and computer experts, more corporate support goes into high tech areas and
less into liberal arts programs.
Already, the report said, there is evidence
that arts and humanities courses are suffering as colleges rush to create new math,
science, and engineering courses to attract
corporate givers.
But others disagree with the study's warnings. "It is true that business and industry
tend to make grants in areas that are of interest to them:' acknowledged Arthur Kammerman with the Council for Financial Aid
to Education.
"And since corporations involved in
manufacturing and energy are the largest
givers, they are naturally going to give more,
money to improve things-In their interest
areas like engineering andsciencC;' Kammerman said.
But such support hardly means corpora-

BOSION, MA (cpS)--Some colleges may
be weighting their courseoffetlrigs towards
math and science to lure larger corporate contributions, according to a new study by a
Boston investment firm.
"For many universities and colleges, selling their programs to corporations and other
philanthropic agencies and individuals is key
to economicviability,'the Franklin Research
and Development Corporation study said.
"Butthe desire to create greater corporate
(contributions) can change a school's policies
and practices:' the report said.
Many schools are becoming increasingly
dependent, on financial support from the
private sector because the public sector, the
federal and state governments, are giving less
aid to colleges.
Corporate contributions to education, the
highest category of corporate giving',reached an estimated $1.29 billion last year, up 3.2
percent from the previous year.
But while contributions increase, the report
pointed out, "the diversification of support
may narrow" as corporations"see~greater
~000?7~;:]:0"~80'0~0Grt=:2:;~[;~;.i~~~;rB1:110bbYing
I

tions can control college course offerings, he
said, Nearly 40 percent of corporate contributions are "unrestricted gifts" that can be '
applied to virtually any discipline or depart- :
rnent, according to Kammerman.
"Only i.3 percent of higher education's
needs are met by corpo,ration contributions:'
he added. "And if that means colleges are,
controlled by corporations, it's a classic case
of the tail waggingthedog,whichjust
isn't
true:"
,,'
. Corporations support science and engineering departments because they want
their technicians trained on the latest and best

equipment, Kammerman said.
Besides, Kammerman said, every dollar of
corporate support, even if it is designated for
a hightechdiscipline, "means the school has
that muchmere money left for humanities
and non-technical courses:'
'
Still, the Boston report advised "the extent
to which corporate donations have strings attached to their gifts may actually limit the
diversity of thought" on some campuses, and
schools should guard against tailoring
courses strictly to draw additional corporate
support.

D.e.conference results
by Peter Takeda
Tire University News
ASBSU pres., SteveJackson, and lobbyist,
Bill Powers, attended the 16th Annual U.S.
Student'
Legislative ,Conference,
in'washington; D.C., a three-day conference on
student
issues; March
"I thinkandthat
the conference
was 15-18.
informative and very valuable. We hadtheopportunlty to discuss problems and meet with
schools from all over the country. There were
'schools from twenty-five or thirty states. We
saw that the issues and problems at BSU are
.-ri~tumque. Weleameda great deal:' Jackson
saId.",·'
MaJor issues of concern to college
students, .such as, voter registration,,' educationbudgeting;'
and, fintmclaI aid were
discussed, PowcrsSald.
"Theh~CUlphasisitemwas
aproj~

called R.A.I.S.E. which is an effort to raise
student awareness of issues that are of great
importance to them. R.A.I.S.E. sets forth certain procedures and methods to organizesild
inform students. The key to achieving success is through organization .and action:'
Jackson said.
Jackson and Powers have scheduled a
mini-course for the ASBSU senate for March
15 at 3:30 p.m, The course will attempt to
share some of the knowledge gained during
the trip and is open to the public, Jackson
said. '
"The main benefit gained from this trip is
that We bad the opportunity to get a nationa.l
overview of the issues and input from other
schools. We met with Idaho's congressional
, delegation and heard vilriouscongressio~
. leaders spealc.lt1snowour job to share this
knowledge and put it to Jlomc good usC:'
Powers said. .,'
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Do You WClnt'¥ISA & 'MasterCard

Credit Carels?
Now YOU can have IWO of the most recognized and accepted credit cards in
the world ... VISA and Mastercard credit cards ... "in your name" EVEN IF
YOU ARE NEW IN CREDITOR HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard ,the credit cards you deserve and need for· 10 • ~ooks
• Department Stores. Tuition • Entertainment.
Emergency Cash • TIckets
• Restaurants. Hotels & Motels. Gas. Car Rentals • Repairs • And To Build
Your Credit Ratins!
This is the credi't card program you've been hearing about on natlonal television and radio as well as in magazines and newspapers coast to coast,
Hurry .•.. fill out this card .today .... Your credit cards are waiting!

!------------------~--; CREDITGETTER,BOKI091,SHALlMAR,FL

32579

:YESI
I

I want VISA'MasterCardccredlt
cards. Encl~sed fInd SIS whIch 15 100%
I refundabte'lT'Oot approved lnunedlately
I
: -NA-M-E-----'--------

I
: ADDRESS

I
I
I
I

CITY

.

STATE

liP

=-=------=;-;:;;=;;;.-PHONE
SOC
SECURITY'

: ""SIG""N-A-:"TU--fl€-=-----------
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ON (AMPUS
New dining
area opens
A new dining area Is open in the north end
of the Boisean Lounge In the SUB.
The dining area was opened April 1 to accomodate overflow from the main dining
area in the Union Street Cafe.
The area will be open from 11 a.m, to 1:30
p.m, daily. The entrance is through the Union
Street Cafe.

Non-registrants
can be prosecuted
The Supreme Court, in a 7 to 2 vote,'
ruled that the government may prosecute men
who refuse to register for the draft even it
they publicize that refusal. The court ruled
that prosecuting the men after they publicized
their decisions was not a violation of free
speech.
The decision affects 18 men who publicized their decisions to resist draft registration
by writing letters to Pres. Reagan or to the
Selective Service.
.
Justice Dept. officials said that they seek
out all eligible men who have failed to register
for the draft, not just "known" nonregistrants. ~

Teleconference set
A teleconference on identifying, evaluating
and using educational microcomputer software will be held from 10:15 a.m, to 2:20 p.m.,
April 13 at BSU.
The conference is designed for teachers,
administrators or teacher education students
at elementary, secondary or university levels.
Experts in educational computing will
discuss and answer questions about software
resources and techniques for integrating software. The conference originates live from
Oklahoma State University.
Registraiton is limited to 50 participants.
The fee is $30. For more nformation, or to
register, contact the BSU teacher education
department at 385-3602 or Wenden Waite at
385-1991.

Lectures planned
Students International Meditation Socie- .
ty, a BSU recognized student club, will present two lectures on Trancendental Meditation on April 10 in the SUB.
I..ecturesand slide presentation on the TM
and the Sidhi programs will be held at noon
. and at 8 p.m. in the Senate Chambers.
The meditation technique allows the body
to gain deep rest and to resist stress and
.fatigue, according to club member Colleen
Scott. For more lnformation, contact Scott
at 344-1482.

Two $500 scholarships for 1985-86 are being
offered by the Boise Ad Federation to Ad
Design, Marketing, and Communication
majors interested in the advertising industry.
For details, seeyourdepartment chairman or
.call Scott Butterfield at 344-5539.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
Wednesday, April 17,1985

I
. &0111 llO'ill!IISlIIQ IlDllltllQl1 .

Studies Abroad'
taking applications
for 85-86
The Studies Abroad Office at BSU is now
taking applications for college study in
France, England,. Germany and Mexico for
the 1985-86 academicyear,
Foreign study opportunities through BSU
are available to all Idaho students with a least
a sophomore status. In addition to programs
In Guadalajara, Mexico; Cologne, Germany;
London, England; and Avignon. France,
BSU offers two-programs in Spain, .
For information contact Glenna Crawford
at 385-3652 or write to the Studies Abroad
Office, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise;' ID 83725.
. For information on the Spanish and Basque ProgramsjContaet Dr. Pat Bieter at BSU
by calling 385-1350.
....,. ..'
Financial aid applies to
these foreign
~tudy programs !U\dSOme scholarship money
.IS available.
' .... ... ".
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CAMPUS NEWS
Botany walks make students aware
by CIndy Hohenleltner
The University 'News

, Botany walks give students of all majors
a chance to become aware Of their surroundings, according to their creator, botany instructor Dr. Dorothy"Dotty" Douglas.
"The botany walks are a great chai.ce to
be outdoors and to learn about biology and
the environment:' Ann Wheldon, a junior
physical education student said.
• Each year in March, Douglas forms a
loosely organized club for both biology and
non-biology majors who are interested in
discovering nature. The emphasis is 011 field
identification of wildflowers, shrubs, trees
and grasses; however, she said she encourages
i~vestigation of insects, spiders, birds, fungi,
hchens, etc., especially as they pertain to
plants or plant communities;
"The purpose of the botany walks is
threefold: to involve students in year-round
identification of the local flora, to utilize one
of the world's outstanding classrooms-the
outdoors-and to promote thinking. Once
students become aware ofthe local flora, they
begin asking ecological questions-for example, why do certain plants grow where. they
do? Often their questions lead. to.independent studies and ultimately to research projects:' Douglas said.'
One student presently involved in a
research project that transpired due to the
botany walks is Wayne Owen. "I became interestedIn cheat grass ~Bro,nus'teclorllm)
when I found out that it is the most common
grass in the Pacific Northwest, but that it is
an introduced' spedes, originally from the
Mediterranean. Byexploring theproduction
of certain poison compounds produced by
cheat grass to kill some of its surrounding
,flora, I hope to find out why cheat grass is
sosuccessful and how 10 control it:',Owen
said.
" "
,
However; research docs not motivate most
students to identify local 'flora in a snow
storm, lu pelting mill, or in ;()(I degree

'Dr. Dotty Douglas (second from rlgbt) explains seed pods toslu~enls em a botanywalkbehlnd
.

weather. Instead, the motivation
is
.awareness-e-being able to "sec" your natural
surroundings-to spot the first pink prairie
'star of spring or a shiny yellow buttercup
showing through the cheat grass, according
to Douglas.
"I'm learning to identify some, plants,
which is good,since 1 am usually, wore involvcd in zoology. But, mainly 1 go along"
because it's fun:' Laura Nichols, a senior
oloiogv student said,

-

.

the Educulion Bldg. Pholo by Zone Dorner

-

"

"The botanf walks, turn into good
psychologiCalthchupy.It's amazing to me that
1 can jump in my car, drive 10minutes to the
foothills or desert, park,walk ,SOO feet. and
immediately become involved' with nature,
the large variety of wildflowers, sages, insects,
birds-it's overwhelmlng., I leave the linoleum
'~ndt~ep~r;.varc hehi~d:' .said (~wen., ,,'
r
',Begntmngnalurahsts: arc encouraged, to~'
join. Although the walks in no way resemble classroom studies, there is often a short

Ch'Udren'spoems to be performed
by Steve FL.von
The University New,"

Boise school children will have the opportunity to sec and hear poems they have written dramatized by members of the BSU
theater arts dept's Children's Theatre in
a program, "Without Walls" to be performed at 16 area elementary schools from April
4 through May 9.
Poems written by children that appeared
in the Boise Independent School District
publication "Writing Without Walls" were
selected and plays were developed around the
poems according to Eloise Bruce, adjunctive
professor of theatre arts and artistic director at Idaho Theater for Youth.
"We took each poem selected to be acted
out and started brainstorming to see what we
could do with it, some of it is very abstract:'
she said, adding that the poems arc being performed for grades kindergarten through
sixth.
'
Some of the poems arc spoken, others are
sang and some are accompanied by music.

I

"It's really a collage of poetry,' Bruce said,
"I see it as a cabaret style theater done for
young people:' The program lasts about a
half hour and includes poems entitled; "Apple Fritter Critters, The Jumping Gobbling
Goblin Fish" and others. The subject matter is really diverse Bruce said, adding that
the production is using a minimum ofprops
and sets. "Everythingwe usc fits in the back
of a station wagon:' she said.
ThrecBSU students arc acting in the plays:
Gail Swart, Kelly Garner and Diane Alves.
All three are members of the children's
theater class that Bruce teaches. Rehearsals
for the production arc held Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
The concept of transforming children's
poems into plays is not an' original idea,
Bruce said, a number of other companies are
doing this around the country.
It was arranged so that schools with
students that had poems selected could see
their work come 10 life, Bruce said. "It's great
to see the expressions on the faces of the
children when there poems are acted out. It's

'informal lecture about the basic parts of the
flower, the plant family characteristics or the
field identification key. "Dotty's never used
any botanical terminology that 1 didn't
understand, or that she didn't explain. The
more advanced students are always helpful,
also;' Wheldon, a junior physical education,
student said.
, Botany walks arc scheduled every Friday
at 1:30 p.m, until summer break. For more
information, call Douglas, 385-3561.
"atJ.l91()g)', audiolo~y, medicine or social
work (medical).
Scholarship amounts .vary. Candidates
should submit applications to: March of
, Dimes, 851 S. Curtis, Boise, Idaho, 83705.

a grand experience:' ~
Bruce said she has no plans for continuing the "Without Walls" program in the
future, "I will probably do something very
different next year,' she said.

Applications for theup-to-$7,OOO award
arc available by writing: The Engineers'
Society of Western Pennsylvania, William
Penn Hotel, 530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsy.lvania,.15219,
.
The Boise Advertising Federation Scholarship is for a junior or senior, as of fall, 1985,
majoring in marketing, communications or
advertising design with at least an overall 2.5
GPA and n3.0 GPA in' his or her major,
1b apply for the $500 scholarship, candidates should send a resume; credit load and
grade transcript and work sample to: 'Ieri
Vauder Boegh, KIVI Television, 1866 E.
Chisolm Dr., Nampa, 10, 83651.
The International Water conference of
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania
scholarship is for an undergraduate student
in chemical engineering or chemistry, committed to the field of water technology, currently enrolled and with a need for financial
assistance.
"

Editor's note: "Without Walls" will beperformed at Mountain View, Valley View,
Lonifellow,
Highland,
Collister, Taft,
Roosevelt, Jackson. McKinley, Owyhee,
Cole. Whitney, Monroe, Pierce Park, Maple
Grove and Amity Schools.

Schoiarships
available
The BSU financial aid office has three
scholarships available. Deadline dates arc
April 15 and 17.
The March of Dimes Health Careers
Award is for students studying nursing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech'
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It's ,"new it's hot it's
12" Pan Pizza San FranciscoStyle

'Plus
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two largeCokesorlwo
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Golden crisp crust brushed with olive oil garlic and secret
herbs, covered with our specialtomato sauce and 4 exotic
cheeses.iYour choice of toppings.

! BRASSL1\.MP
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ever before:''Higher t

I'M ~ORRY, RoSSie,
You'Re, eeiNGRePLaCel/.
we

':t~9n~ay~~,.,:",;

caN pa1'a WOMaN

aL.oT.Le~~.

.... .efg~;b·· ..' r~c@1s:,Ii)Q1'§j,j
...' pereent:ofthe 'ftjl1·time.stuf?n~ ;~llWjllea·'Y.,~,,~f~~~I~,'i":()~~s:',(,.,

;·.f.()li;;the'nextASBSQptesi~(hnt.vice,···pie~~deJXt;;ar,ts·~~~1.sc,ie,~~~',j$~~t;···,
n~d~sorted:PnlPositions.'1'he., ~qjijtc~atp~tilelii~,;s~rro~ri4!ll~:,fl1ei':', ;,0' .
;/rnQmps"n.'l\viru;,conc~rt~dthe:prQspect\()fst~d~rit'Jee,:in¢~S~may"

draw a Jew more voters' to the. polls. But, 'chances are thatYdu~h~vet1tt
·••.
·cast'yourvo~eand· •.have· no.·i~tefitioi1of'doingso.
Berorey()u::ii1i~s;the
. ()pportuhity to choose who directs ASBSUl1e"tyear consider',the " .
following:
"
' . ,',... .'. -, .: .. ' .",
'."
'.' .'
.•i\SBSU. is one of the' only vehiclesfor student action •on the'BSU
campus. Student representatives provide a student voice both on- '
campus with the administration and off-campus with the state •.... -.
legislature; You deserve tobe involved in choosing who vocalizes studentconcerns. Voting isyotir chance for that involvement. . -.. '
'. ,-'The student government mal1aged a$19Q,ooObudget during the . '
1984-85scl1oolyear
.. The cuqent. ASIlSU .Pres .. Steve Jackson,
estimtites that an additional: $76,000 will be. available <:iuringthe.
".
1985-86 schoolyear.Thisis
money out of'thepocketofevery
full~time
, student. By foregoing your right to vote, you also forfeit your right to
. influence the spending of that money. As the old saying goes, if you. '
dorl't Vote you:have no cause .to complain.'.'
.
.'
.:
Failing to vote cannot be blamed on a lask of choice.' four executive
tickets~Richard Jung & Diane Ralphs,Rick Farnsworth and John
Het\tberingtoIl, Steve.Ja~kson '&KarIVogt and ThmNielson & Chuck
Ziegler-.;,areavailable as-well as nine candidates for a Senate positi~n.
. '.,rrhe moral.ls: Vote'~An activeand'resp()nsivestudentgov~rntnent
rellndJ:yerY.QIl~.•
. quires ao(1
",.. needs the involvementof.~ch
.. .....
..-. - of. ~you.
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LETTERS'
times, dates, anc,l p1l1ces of these importan~
policy meetings.'
.
On April 18th and 19th the State Board of
Education intends to discuss an 11 percent
, student fee increase to counter at the inadequate funding of Higher Education by the
.State Legislature, equating to yet another
$30. to $35 dollars tacked on to a presently high student fee. Students need to
collectively demonstrate to the State Board
of Education, the Idaho State Legislature,
and taxpayers of Idaho that raising student
fees. to offset deficits, created by inept funding cannot continue. No better time or place
presents itself to student input than the Sate
Board of Education. The State Board of
Education will be discussing the increase in
the Senate Chambers from 9-12 p.m. on April
19th. No one possesses the right to complain
against any standard if they choose not to be
involved in the decision. Become involved.

Fees protested

Th All Students;-,·
'"
"Without doubt there is a universal
justice emanating from reason
alone; but this justice, in order to
be admitted among us, should
be reciprocal:'
Jean-Jacques Roussellu
The Social Contract
It has always seemed peculiar to me that
when students lobby state organizations, they
automatically adopt the beliefs, customs and
styles of the organization intended to .be persuaded: mimicing state. officials, dropping
and hints to studenthood, and representing
poorly their constituents, the students. It also
seems peculiar to me that students, just everyday students, have never attended these lobbying efforts that directIyaffect
higher
education in Idaho. Some could, and do interpret this as student apathy; however, rarely have students been contacted as to the

ASBSU Education Senator
John Hetherington

*

THE UNIVERSITY NEWS

Editor, .University News,'
It has come to my attention that the Denning/Griffith art show in the Boisean Lounge
has become the victim of alleged poor planning on the part of the SUB management.
Another group has been allowed to pursue
its activity in the same space-requiring
the
relocation of certain sculptures, and placing
view blocks in front of pieces hanging on the
walls. I believe this is highly inconsiderate to
the artists involved.
lnoticed
last semester that a similar instance involving, I believe, the same second
party occurred. Is this to be a standard policy

of the SUB? If so, it is pushing their "multipie use" argument to extreme limits.
R. Uhlenkott
BSU art student

Letters policy
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words.
The letters must be signed and atelephone
number provided
for our verification
procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation, length and content.

Team ticket is democratic
by Steve F. ~on

The University News
,The upcoming ASBSU presidential election will be a first in that it will initiate the
"two candidate ticket:' This is a monumentalstep in the direction of progressive and fair
elections.
Voting for a president/vice-president
"team" instead of individual candidates and
offices is the democratic way to do things for
a number of reasons;' first, it can only help
to unify and promote a responsible attitude
in the executive branch of ASBSU government. Second, it assures students that the
presidential and vice-presidential candidates
are familiar with each other, are in agreement
on ASBSU issues and policies and can work
toward a productive working relationship,
. Remember the fiasco following the last
election when conflict arose between the newly elected president and vice-president over
the responsibilities and o\1ligationsof
the
vice-president's job. Regretfully after bitter
conflict within ASB and mutual negative feel-

ings, the vice-president resigned from office.
This never would have happened if the
pr~sident and vice-president were united on
one ticket. Now, they will both be held accountable for the actions of one or the other.
Formulating legislation and'policy affecting
BSUrequires a cohesive and cooperative studen(government
that can work to represent
the students of this university.
One disadvantage of the new system is
that, when dealing with celebrities, such as
presidential and vice-presidential Candidates,
one might dislike one of the people running
on a ticket. This leaves the voter with a couple of possible options; either you take a
chance and vote for the one candidate you
favor and hope for the best or don't vote at
all which will accomplish' nothing. So take
a chance.
'
The candidates have worked hard to put
together campaigns so that the voters can
make choices based on which candidates best
represent their views on how ASBSU can
work for their interests.
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BusinessfacultYsignori ,
Four new faculty who have, just signed
business,' has directed several corporate exteaching contracts for next fall with the Boise
ecutive development seminars, and has
State University College of Business.
several years of business experience. Hewill
College dean Dr. Thomas Stitzel saldthe.:
teach for the Department of Management in ,
four new faculty, who include Dr. James Kel- 'the business policy and strategy areas.
Iy, currently dean of the College of Idaho's
• Dr. Patrick Shannon will return to Boise
School of Business, have strong research and
State after three years on the faculty at the ,
publishing backgrounds to go along with
University of Montana. He taught eight years
their excellent teaching credentials.
at BSU, and has written several business texThe new faculty include:
tbooks and journal articles about the use of
• Kelly, in addition to his College of Idaho
statistical and computer techniques to
post, is the former dean of the Idaho State
analyze business issues. Shannonwill teach
University, College of· Business. Kelly will
in the Department of Information, Decision
teach irithe Department of Management and
.Sciences, and Finance.
will assist in the development of an en• Stan Scott, a candidate for a doctorate
trepreneurial studies program.
degree at Ohio State University, has focused
• Dr. Robert Pitts, currently with Penn State
his research and publications on marketing
University, has received three teaching awards
strategies for small business and international
from that institution, written extensively on ' marketing. He will teach in the Department
business policy" planning, organizational
of Marketing and Administrative Services.
____
-'~
.,__--------q

Posters
Buttons
Jewelry
Incense
Cards
Bpregnant?
.

Video World

I)t.HolllngSYicnth,
care for athletic

",lU'

VCR _",el

Injuries

2 MOVlf".

VlstaiChl"Q~rac:tlcCnnlc
1805 Overland
9·6.

TOOL MART
:1701 O"e,land

Dolle·

:1":1'191"

• WE OUY TOOLS.

help isconfidential& free

.

C'lOl( l'

5990

RENT J MOVIES GET 1 FREE

Appliance World
5 777 Falfvlew
(comer Fairview & Curtis)
378·0606

Sllt

345·0460
Mun-Fr!

'FreepregnancyJest BIRTHRIGHT: 342-1898
.

'M.chanlc
·Plumb.r
'Carpenter
'Eloclrlclan
·Machlnlu.

Sales & ~ntals

Chiropractic Physician
Featuring

'All

Need help?

9·12 noon

"Monday night
special. ....~..
All the spaghetti
you can eat for $3.;50
includes soup or
salad and garlic bread.

Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself-~nylength.
Fast: Copy a one-hour c.assette in
less than 2 minutes. Simple: Easy as copying a leiter. Inelilpensl\le: Our
rem~rkdbly low price includes the Rezound GoPY Cassette". Accurate:
Guaranteed perfect monaural copies, every time. VerslIItile: Make 1,2,3. ". or 100
copies of: lectures. seminars,language
labs. meetings. college classes, sermons. sales
messages. weddings, interviews, lal\\ing letters. family events. relaxation, wordprocessing data & computer programs.

601 Main St. 342·9300

11.00.
CASH
......--_...- -

.Re2OU\ID
CASSETTE COPYING CENTERS

For
...... your plasma donation

,

1F1EBOOKsrORE

With thiscoupon---------$---I

JuiJ BoIse •~
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first donation and 59.00 on your second in
the- samt'calt'ndar
wt't'k.,

'

~--------~~-----
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American Plasma Donor Center
Nt'w donors wlll receive an additional
Tut'..

54.00

on tht'lrfirsldonation

8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

Wed. and Fri., 9:00a.m.-5:00p.m.:Sal
I02"Broadwa~
an .. 80i~. Idaho 83706

onl~·.

.• 8:30a.m.-5:00p.m.

BSU Student Union Buildinf!;
Present this Coupon======;====lI

One Free Game of Bowling
, or 30 Minutes of Billiards
,.'Open to the Public
Ot1~C~up()r1percU8t~~er
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~------~~-~-----~------~
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SAVE $1.00
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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This coupon entitles you to a one doUardiscount on one
cassette copy. The prices listed below Include the Rezound
Copy Cassettel'"
Coupon Explrlls0/0/00
l.ENGTH OF
CASSETTE
30 minute
60 minuie ....•.•.
90 minute ........
120 minute •...•..

.

APPROXIMATE
COPYTIME
1 minute

~-~

Mon .•Frl. 8:0o.s:~OSaI".IO:OO'J:OO

~

COUPON

'. : , 62.99 .. : .. , .. 61.99

63.99 .,
, . ; 62.99
$4.99 . ;
$3.99
$6.99. . . . ....• 64.99

.~

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

II

_~--~----~-----_
...... _--_ ..

'-BoIse State UnIversIty

.. .......

wrra

.REGULAR
'PRICE

2 minutes
, ...•
3 minutes
, 4 minutes .......•.

II 'IIEIOOKSroRE
I

385·1456"
.
ExpiresMny 17,)985
., :.'
,'"

,.Unlverslty

Sat .• 10:00·3:00

,

,Recreation Center
il========

Mon .•Frio 8:00·5:00

,

VOrlddlism may oe curtoiled. by reward
provement over the lastseven to eight years
in SRUs control ofvani:laIism, Boer! said.He
said he believed this .to be attributed to..
SRI.:s better bookkeeping, improved staff
Residence hall vandalism, which Is a matraining and the fact that a decreasing
jor cause of frustrntlonto residents and pernumber of students participate in vandalism.
sonnel, might be reduced by Student Residen"What we're basically doing is asking the
tial Life's reward program, SRJ.:s Assistant
community, the people who live in the
DlrectorDavid Boerl said.
residence halls, to help the staff In providing
The reward of $100 Is offered to anyone
better safety and security to all]' Boerl said.
who has information which leads to the conHe likened the program to such public safeviction of someone involved in the vandalism
ty campaigns as Crimes toppers, which makes
of a residence hall.
the local community responsible for its own
"Ideally, I do wish we didn't have to give
.protection.
out rewards, but the fact of the matter is that
Boerl salt! the program of offering rewards
money does make a difference at times. And,
was about 5 or 6 yeal's old. He said that the
.over the course of the years that we've had
the program in effect, we've probably had a ' program was instituted to "pass the responsibility around to everybody who lived there,
half-dozen incidents where we've had people
not just the staff"
.
identify an individual or individuals and
The threat of reprisals did not seem to
receive an award:' Boerl said.
deter individuals from coming forward with
Boer! said that most of the problems were
information, according- to Bocrl, "Oddly
in the men's halls. "Generally, though, I think
enough, in most instances we're not dealing
it involves people who are not doing well.in
with just one person-we're dealing with two
school, who may not have a map of their
or three people who've witnessed a situation
future lined out for them. It could be students
and consequentially that takes the burden of
who have time on their. hands. I think a lot
responsibility off the individual:' Boerl said.
of what happens in the residence halls, and
He said decisions 'about an accused inin the community, is alcohol-related. People
dividual's guilt or innocence wcre only decidgo out, have one ~r two too many drinks and,
ed after review in either administrative or
when they come back, they're not in complete
judicial board hearings. "It's not the kind of
control of their faculties:'
thing where one individual makes a snap
Boerl added that the move towards cooed
decision about someone's guilt or innocence''
residence halls seemed to partially relieve the
Boer! said.
problem. "One of the benefits of having a
"The individual who Is giving us the incooed environment is that it helps reduce the
formation is informed that there is very litincidence of problems in the male area alone:'
tle we can do about that information because
he said.
of the due process requirement. They have
Boerlsaid that the housing here takes the
to act as a witness; they have to be willing
. brunt of vandalism, "The thing you've got
to put.their necks out on the line to say what
to remember is, in a housing environment,
happened here. 'here's what I saw' and be
you've got people living there 24 hours a day,
willing to go before a judicial board or adseven days a week, 365 days a year. There's
ministrative 'hearing:' he said.
going to be a lot more wear and tear in the
lJoerl said, "'lb,estaff of the.resldeqce halls\.
place you live than where you work:'
are not policemen, that's not what lhey are
There has been quite au'amount of lmby Greg White

The University News.

.'

.Hi"'"

Student Residential Life's Assistant Director l>avldBoerl discusses SRJ.:s $100 reward for
Informatlon about vandalism. Photo Ryan Buzzlnl
therefor. Unfortunately, there is an element . right people know about it:'
Boer! said the reward money is provided
of that in the job. It's not an easy thing to
get involved with, and there are times when . by the housing operation, which he said is
self-supporting. "It is our belief that the sucyou're frustrnted because ora lack of inforcess we're having outweighs the cost of the
mation and you feel that it's a dead-end
program. What we may be saving in vansituation:'
dalism offsets what it costs in repairs or
On the success of the program Boerl said
reward money. -The bottom line for us is that
that "in at least five or six instances we've
repair costs due to vandalism have gone down
been successful. We might have not been
over the years, which directly means there is
otherwise. Hopefully people are going to
less vandalism occurring today than five or
think twice about ripping someone, or the institution, off if there Is a possibility that sosix years ago:' he said".
meone '!"lay see it and take steps to let the
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te!=Chalrrnan Sen. Robert Stafford (R-Vt)
WASHIN01O.ND.C. (CPS)-In the first
.recommended the freeze and the OSL cuts.
tests of congressional opinions about student
"He's (Reagan) pleased" Post said, "and the
aid, a key Senate committee has turned aside
higher education community essentially has
some of Pres. Reagan's proposals to cut
federalstudent aid. - .. .c_.c.,.~_.'-._
. -taken-tochls proposals:'--'-'"
"It's too early to tell what the Senate's final
The tests suggest Congress ultimately may
proposal will be:' said Charles Saunders of
freeze the aid budgetfor a year. College lobthe American Council on Education.
, bylsts seem happy that Congress has in"There'll be amendments to try to Increase
, dicated It win not accept the Reagan aid cuts.
funding when 'the bill hits the Senate floor"
In mid-March, the Senate Budget Commit"The best thing" he said "Is the committee junked, the president's plan to limit aid
tee rejected the president's recommendations
to $4,000 per student per year, and cut off
on student aid and generally Imposed the
from aid altogether students from. families
freeze at current levels:'
earning more than $32,000 a year.
But "the Senate recommendations don't
But committee Republicans did endorse a
plan to cut $220milllon from the Guaranteed " recognize the real needs In higher education
or the appropriate federal response:' said
Student Loan (OSL) program and certain
House Education Subcommittee staff direchealth care professions programs, and freeze.
torTom Wolanin. "The tremendous erosion
other financial aid at fiscal 1985 levels.
in grants and increased reliance on loans is
The committee's entire budget proposal
reducing opportunities and creating a new
should reach the full Senate for discussion
class of student debtors:' he said, adding
sometime this spring or early summer.
"these plant the seeds of serious problems
We're in a 'pay me now or pay me later'
down the road:'
position with the federal budget:' explained
Wolanin said he does not "know what the
Bruce Post of the Senate Education SubcomHouse subcommittee will do. They're waiting
mittee. "We have to get a handle on the deficit
to see what the Senate proposals do on the
or there'll be big problems ahead:' adding,
floor before they get serious:'
"someone has to do something about the
"Our subcommittee will encourage the
deficit, so the Senate is leading the way.'
House not to follow the Senate pattern:' he
Senate Democrats argue the proposed cuts
said. "Their proposed $200 million cut in
won't save as much as the Republicans say,
but "the committee wanted to meet adeflcit . OSLs will be difficult to accomplish without
risking the participation of private lenders:'
reduction target:' Post said. "We'll have to
Wolanin said. "Losing $7 billion-to $8 billlon
wait till the real world intrudes to see ifthe
in private capital for students yearly is a gamestimates are right. Deficit forecasting isn't
ble we'd .rather not take:'
an accurate art:'
"The House is discussing a freeze" the
Labor and Human Resources Subcommit-
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something to inflation:'
"But if we come out of this year's budget
with a freeze or even a little more money"
he added, "it's the best we can expect and it's
better than the disaster of the. Reagan
proposals:'

Smoking bill. posses
Action has already been taken to establish
at least one smoking and non-smoking area'
on campus. The lobby area of. the Science
Nursing Building has been, divided and
A bill regulating smoking in public areas
posted with No Smoking signs allowing non.which has passed the 1985Idaho Legislature
smokers to eat in a smoke-free environment.
will have little affect on the BSU campus, acThe bill, which will ban smoking in
cording to SUB Director Denny Freeburn.
elevators, leaves the responsibility of making
"We presently have the Union Street Cafe
reasonable efforts to prohibit smoking in
separated into smoking and non-smoking
areas. This is in compliance with the rules , non-designated public areas to the proprietor.
According to the bill, any person who
and guidelines set down in the bill:' Freeburn
violates any of the provisions of the law is
said.
''At this point we do not think that the law subject to a fine of no more than fifty dollars.
Bars, bowling alleys, and areas used for
will affect the remainder of the SUB. We are
private social functions will be exempt from
still going to work out the details and look
the law.
closely at the bill and see if there are any
The act will go into effect on Jan. I, 1986.
changes that need to be made. The specifics,
if necessary, will be worked out:' Freeburn , The bill passed the House by a 57-27 vote and
the Senate by a 26-14 vote with two absent
said.
.
excused.The act was sponsored by Rep. Dean
The clean air bill defines a public place as
Sorenson of Boise and was signed into law
being ", .anyenclosed indoor area used by the
by Gov. John Evans towards the end of the
general public..~' This definition includes,
1985 Idaho Legislature session.
"education?l facilities...auditoriums, arenas
and meeting rooms:'
by Peter Takeda
The University News

-Jf:

'Podm 30" ScwUcgo
•

Senate's Post said. "But they're reluctant to
consider it. They're content to let the Senate
deal with it:' '
",
.
Experts seem willing to accept a freeze
rather-thlinfacenuijor program funding cuts.
"The freeze would only be for one yeaf,' he
said. "Each year since 1981 we've lost
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Box office opens at 11:45

GRANT'S TIUCK & CAR STOP
A complete menu 24 hrs,
TrVus for on after hour treat

Purple Rain
Revenge Of The NerdS
Body, Double
First Blood
All Seats 52.00

...

BROADWAY IHT(RC"AHQ(

A variety of NEW BOQKS
~ ~ARGAIN

-V

PRI,Cr:S!,

BSU

,,~

/SCHOLARSHIP

,.~

~,

~

cl,J

BOOK
Obo Addyand Kukrudu Is a contemporary African group
whIch plays traditIonal and contempl)rary musl,e of Ghana:
West' Africa. ,The Instrumentation, of, this group Includes.
African hand drums, trap drums, saxophone and flutes,
trumpet, guitar and ball guitar.

FAIR
Friday, April 19,
9a.m.-7p.m.

.brought to you. by

Tickets I
_$4.00 General
$2.50Studenls
and Senior Citizens
Ticket Out....
.
.
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'SUB Union Station, Bol•• Co..op, ,'. .... .' , .',
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Saturday, April 20,
s.a.m...7 p.m,

SU,nday, April 21 ,
,.
Noon-5p',m.
On the .BSU campus between"theLlbrary
and Business Building (look

tortne signs)

PROCEEDS will beneflf scholarships at BSU
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Saturday, April· 13
Sp.m."PlazoSuife.
Walter Matthau,
Maureen Stapleton, Barbara Harris. At different times, Suite 719 of the Plaza Hotel is
occupied by an executiveand his wife on their
anniversary, a producer and his old flame and
a harried father who must coax his daughter
oUlOfthebathroom to attend her wedding.
IC1rFl"·12.
.
10:30 p.m, Butterflies Are Free. Goldie
Hawn, Edward Albert, Eileen Heckart. An
aspiring actress helps her blind next door
neighbor gain independence from his mother.
ICI"I-6.

'ThlIrsday, April 11
Theatre Arts production, The Fox, Mori'ison
Center Stage 11,8 p.m,
Introduction to Transcendental Meditation,
,SUB Sentate Chambers, noon and S p.m,
Idaho Association of Educatlon Office Personnel,spring
conference, Fled Lion
Downtowner.
Stage Coach Theatre, Mass Appeal. The
Women's. Club, through April 13.

Friday, April 12

Sunday, April 14
Noon The Bliss 0/ Mrs. Blossom, Shirley
Macl.aine, Richard Attenborough, James
Booth. The wife of a brassiere manufacturer
who is only interested in his work and his fantasies, takes a lover to relieve her doldrums.
Her lover lives in their attic for years without
the knowledge of her husband or the police,
who are searching for the man as a missing
person. IC1rR"-12.
4 p.m, The Brothers O' Thole. John Astin,
Pat Carroll, Hans Conried, The misadven. tures of a pair of slick drifters who ride into
sleepy, broken-down mining town in thc
1890's. KTR"-12.

SPB rums, '11rJsII
and Bad, SUB Ada Lounge,
7 p.m,
IdahoTheatrefor Youth, Hansel and Gretel.
Reading Center, Ua.m.
Theatre Arts production, Tile Fox, Morrison
Center Stage II, S. p.m,
Faculty Arllsts RecItal, .Pamela Howard,
horn; Karen Krout, violin, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, S p.m,
"An Evening with Dr. James and Shirley
Dobson:' Pavilion, 7:30 p.m,
Theatre' Arts Dance Concert, SPEC, 8:15
p.m,

Deadline for President's Essay Awards Contest, LA 101 B.
World's Largest Yard Sale, stadium parking
lot, S a.m.-5:30 p.rn,

Monday, April 15
9 p.m, American Playhouse, "Nightsongs"
Through the poetry of Fae Ng, the story of
a Vietnamese woman's will to survive as she
carves out a life in New York's Chinatown is
told. KAID-4.
II p.rn. The Marrying Kind. Judy Holliday, Aldo Ray, Madge Kennedy. A young
couple considering divorce, recall their life
together through events like their meeting and
their first child. ICI"I-6.

Saturday, April 13
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Hansel and Gretel.
Reading Center, Education building, II a.m,
Facully Wives and Women Luncheon and
Fashion Show, SUB Lookout Room, noon.
Theatre Arls Dance Concert, SPEC, 8:15
p.m,

International Food, Song and Dance Festival,
. SUB Ballroom, S-lO p.m.
Theatre Arts Production, The Fox, Morrison
Center Stage II, S p.m.
Track vs, Monlana and East Washington,
Stadium, II ~.m.

Thesday, April 16
_9 p.m. Frontline. "Men Who Molest:'
Frontline focuses on sexual abusers of
children to determine if the offenders should
be treated, punished or both, and if the emotional damage they cause can be repaired.
KAID-4.
10:30p.rn, Jean Sheperd's America, "Mosquitoes and Moon Pies:' The humorist
assumes the role of the Swamp Man, searching for his roots as he visits the Okefenokee
Swamp. KAID·4.

Sunday, April 14
SPB fIInlS,Tmsh and Bad. SUB Ada Lounge,
7 p.m,

Guitar Society Concert, SPEC, 8 p.m,
Sports Car Club Rally, stadium parking lot,
S a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday, April 15
Keyboard Percussion Concert, directed by
John Baldwin, Morrison Center Recital Hall,
S p.rn,
Introduction to Word Processing, seminar,
College of Business, through April 19.
American legion Oratorical Contest, SPEC,
9

a.m,

.

Tuesday, April 16
Boise Pbllharmonlc, concert, Morrison
Center, instrument rehearsal roo!n, 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 17
Woody Herman In concert, Morrison Center,
8 p.m.
Slage Coach Theater, Mass Appeal. Women's
Club, through April 20.
Outdoor Activities Center, rock climbing
movie and lecture, SUB Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.
Minimal Competency English Exams, for
EIOI and E102 carryovers and transfers, SUB..
Lookout Room, S:30 a.m.·S:30 p.m.,
through April IS.
District III Band Competition, Morrison
Center Flecital Hall.
State Board of Education, SUB, through
April 19.

Wednesday, April 17 '
8 p.m. Mark Russell Comedy Special.
Russell turns the day's worrisome news into
fuel for laughter. KAID-4,
8:30 p.m, Live From the Met. "Simon Boccanegra" James Levine conducts this productlonof the "erdi opera. The cast includes An·
na Thmwa-Sintow, Sheryl Milnes, "asile
Maldoveanu and Paul Plishka. KAID·4.

RADIO RAVE
Friday, March 12
5:00 p.m. A!ferwork Special. The Dillards,
Wlleatsfraw Suite. KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Monday, March 15
5:00 p.m. Aj'fcrwork Special. John Martyn, Grace and Danger, ICBSU-FM, 91.3.
Thesday, March. 16
5:00 p.m. Aj'terwork Special. 1rodd
Flungren, Tile Ever Popular 1brtured Artist
Effect; ICBSU·FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, March 17
5:00 p.m. Aj'terwork Special.
Knopfler, Cal. ICBSU-FM, 91.3.

Thursday, April 11
4 p.m. Frontline: Crisis ill Central America
'''Flevolution in Nicaragua:' 1rheevolution of
U.S. involvement in Nicaragua and the struggle .for control of the revolution there.
ICAID-4.
10 p.m. Idaho Expressiolls.
"The
'Washington/Idaho SymphonY,'A look at the
intensity of musical competition. through
young musicians' participation in the
Washington/Idaho Symphony's young artist
competition. ICAID-4.

Bouquet: Heartbreak Fladio
Broadway Bar: Chuck and the Good 1rimes
CI1lI)' Hone: Nocturnal Wedge
...
Hannah's: ·1rhursday's Child
Hennessy's: ICevin)(irk and Sally 1ribbs
Pengilly's: .Sagestreet
.
Peter SchoU's: Gene Harris
Red Lion Downtowner: Coda
Rusty Harpoon: LaunieICrlstopher
Sandpiper:. Atnbiilnce
Tom GralIl.,y's: Uncle Wiggly
Victor's: Dec Anderson with Mariilh
Wblskey ;River: Matrix

.. ::"..~.t:.;:.'I,,'ThirUnhllnity.News"Wednesday~APriL10;,l98S;
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Friday, ApriU2
Noon Incident in San Francisco, Richard
ICiley, Chris connelly, Leslie Nielsen. A
young newspaperman tries to prove the innocence of an accused murderer. ICTFl"·12.
.10:30p.m. Sorry, Wrong Number, Barbara
Stanwyck, Burt Lancaster, Ann Richafds. A
womanoVerhears a murder planoD the
Phone.and tries to get help as the killer
"

Jazz great in concert

"

.1

Guest artists from the Idaho Dance Ensern..,
ble, American Festival Ballet, Buntingdance
and The Class Jazz. will appear with BSU's
Dancing Force April 12 and 13 at S:15 p.m.
in the SEC for Dance Festival 'S5. The dance
concerts will feature modern, ballet and jazz.
Artists from the American Fesitval Ballet
will include Marla and Alfred Hanson and
Boise native Christopher Soderlund, the
youngest member of the company. Carl Rowe
and Hilaris Neely, founders of the Ketchumbased Idaho Dance Ensemble, will also perform at the concerts. The Class Jazz, a Boise
~
dance group directed by Rhonda Bowden, will
perform jazz dance. Buntingdance, featuring
Lisa Moon, will also perform at the festival.
Reserved seat tickets are $4.50 for general
admission, $3 for senior citizens and students,
$2 for BSU faculty and staff and free for
full-time BSU students. Tickets can be purchased ,at the SPEC box office, starting APril.
10, from 3 to 6 p.m.
'
A-.

Jazz musician Woody Herman will be in
concert at the Morrison Center April 18 at 8
p.m. Herman has been playing jazz since the .
1930's and has had his own radio show.
Tickets for the concert arc $10 general admission and $8 for senior citizens and arc on
sale at all Select-A-Seat outlets.

.

..'.
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REO to perform
R.E.O. Speedwagon will perform April 19
at S p.m, in the Pavilion. The opening band
will be Survivor •
R.E.O. Speedwagon has been together since
1970 and has been touring since 1971. The
group has played such songs as "Take It On
the Run" and "1·Can't Fight This Feeling."
1rickets are $13.50 with a $I discount for
students and available at all Select-A-Seat
outlets.

William T. Wiley
SCUlptures at
Boise Gallery
of Art

Thursday, April 11
5:00 p.m. Aj'terwork Special. Uncle Bon- r'------------------~Gallery
sai, A Lonely Grain of Corn. ICBSU.FM,
91.3.

TOP TUBE

I ...

SPECto feature modem,
ballet and jazz
dancing

An exhibit of W·lf·.
,
ill be at the Boise'
I ram T Wile '
Gall '
y s SCUlptures
MaY.5. The large scale cry of Art Ihrough
aiumlllum and mixed SC~lplures arc of sleel,
plaques will be' I rne~Ja. Three steel wall '
Wiley is prirn~~~~~Cd rn Ihe eX~ibit.
and sculPtures bUl I notn for hiS paintings
construction c'ostu a.so las done drawing
filmmaking. '
mlng, sct design and .
WI.

Two of Wiley's films'
The Great BIOI d'
' Mun s Nature and
April l~ mas will be shawn at the
films is $2 gen:~al P.~. f\~mission to the
g?llery members. Su a mIsSIon and $1 for
tlons for the exhibit .ggested admission donacenrs for child
IS $1 for adults and 50
citizens.
ren, sludenrs and senior

REVIEW'King David,' newest· Bible
fli_ck_ls boring and- old
---_._._ ..... _ .._:....

.

by Edith Decker
The University News

il
1\

King Davia, starring Richard Gere, is
the newest of the
Bible-an-film
genre'
that I thought ended
(for filmdom at any
rate) after Charlton
Heston parted the Red
Sea. From the looks of
this picture, it should
have
ended
immediately after Heston
got to the promised
land-no later.
I'll never understand why Hollywood
has such a fascination
with "Bibllcal films.
They never do them
well. They always
sound didactic. I suppose it has something
to do with the re." usable-ness
of all
those weird suits of armor, peasant costumes
and gilded paraphenalia
for temples
and pharoahish jewelry.
Speaking of reusing
things, anyone who
saw Raiders of the Lost Ark will recognize
the Ark of the Covenent in King David as
being one and the same. Tacky, Paramount,
very tacky.
King David is the story of Davie! from the
time he whopped Goliath until he dies after
spending his reign at war, cleansing the promised land' of heathens. Along the way,
David manages to marry several women, even
if he has to kill their husbands to free them
for marriage. One of his sons rebels and is
killed by his best friend. Another son rapes
a half-daughter and is killed by the brother
who later rebels. Does this sound like Dallas
to anyone else but me? If it does, I suppose
J.R. would be equivalent to David's nemesis
Saul, the king who preceded him but also
sinned until God forsook him.
Despite the juicy plot and the admiration
that must be given to anyone who attempts
a costume picture-even if the costumes have
The students wil1 also perform. traditional
been used since 1945-King David is boring.
songs and dances from their native countries.
If boredom is not enough, it has enough
Entertainment will include the Kiganda Dance
tragic flaws to kill all of Shakespeare's heroes.
from Uganda, the Joget Dance Irom
For
instance, David as a boy looks nothing
Malaysia, the Bendet Dance from Indonesia
like David as a man. The narration is never
and Lebanese belly dancing.
in English, it is always in Biblesc. There is
Admission is $8.50 for the public and $5.50
blood and violence enough for two Kung Fu
for BSU students.
movies. And, just once, I'd like to see someone important die without getting in all their
famous last words.
Gere's performance is mediocre even
though he does look rather cute in Hebrew
underwear dancing before the Ark. The rest

of the cast look as though they don't quite
know what to do now that 'they have been
transplanted from saying spiteful things in
three-piece business suits to saying spiteful
things in homespun robes or suits of armor
(which look more like leftovers from old
Roman conquests).
In addition to Gere, Saul is played by Edward Woodward with a certain amount of
venomous style. Also Alice Krige plays
Bathsheba withreiicence-e-I suppose inan
effort to remain unnoticed in such a bad picture. There is also, as they say, a cast of
thousands, none of whom you would
recognize.
All right, all right, there are some decent
things to be said for the film. It has some
lovely scenery courtesy of the Italian filming location. Photography is one of the better features; look for the scene in which
David smashes the model of the temple he
plans to build. The thing I liked most (are
you ready for this?) was the hairstyling. Nifty
doos, indeed.
King David is playing at the 8th-Street
Marketplace and is rated PG-l3. It has some
nudity and gobs of violence.

Food, Song and Daqce Festival
The International Students Association of
BSU will hold an International Food, Song and
Dance Festival April 13 from 7-\0 p.m in the
SUB Ballroom.
The food wi1l include traditional dishes
from Panama, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Greece, Iran and other countries. The dishes
wil1 be prepared by international students and
community members.

-J.(.

Note: Even as you read, I am patting
myself on the back for my impeccable Oscar
. predictions. No screaming please, just send
money. (I'll need it to pay my shrink. He
thinks I'm narcissistic.)

Fourth in 'Hitchhiker' series
,

.

lacks inventiveness
by- Tom Flsl1

thoughtful, but, the fourth book is lackirig'

The University News
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Why not write a sequel to a good, moneydevelop a love story. The romance between
making sequel? Douglas Adams did so with
Dent and Fenchurch is not endearing or
a fourth book in his Hitchlliker's series.
clever, although they do actually fly while
The series has become a campus cult with
holding hands. This i~ not a passionate or
the fourth book, So Long, And Thanks For
sexual love affair. Simply;. boy pursues and
All The Fish, on theNew York Times
wins girl and they Ily off together looking
for al1swe'rs.for questions that were never
for answers for questions that are never dealt .
dealt with by Adams.
.
with by Adams. '.
The science fiction book follows the zany
Also, Adams introduces himself as narmisadventures of earthling Arthur Dent aUrator
taking jabs at the devices of fiction and
over the galaxy. Through time and space that
spoiling the internal coherence of his story.
goes beyond the Theory of Relativity, Dent
.
latter half of the book revives the
Adams' universe.
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and .his fellow travelers bumble through

charm of Adams' ,off-the ..wall universe. The
.
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story climaxes with God's Final Message to
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. th!.t~~~:~~crn.5e.o~t.:e~.~~~M~~::~~o •.~;~~~t~~ation.
God's message made me feel
books describe the rest of the galaxy as a
Tilis book is worthwhile reading tor. those!{;
place that is as low-brow and tasteless as our
wanting to follow the lives of the Hitchhiker's '
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Mentakefirst-;women

secenaiR:-freCk
167 feet; and Danny Holmes at 14:58.98 in
the 5,000 meters.
BSU women who took first, other than
Johnson, include: Kate Burton with a shot
put of43-10; Julie Hardin at 12.34 in the 100;
andCarmet Major at 60.89 in the 400.

by Chris Walton

The University News
The BSU men's track team scored a convincing victory. Saturday at the 1985 AllIdaho Track and Field Championships, while
the women's team placed second to U of I.
The Bronco men racked up 214 points to
top U of I, with 128 points; ISU was third
with 99, followed by Ricks with 59, Southern
Idaho with 39 and Northwest Nazarene with
16.
In the women's division, U of I had 153'
points, followed by BSU with 145, ISU with
121; Ricks with 50, Southern Idaho with 31
and Northwest Nazarene with eight points.
After 13 of the men's 18 events, BSU had
an insurmountable lead over U of I. Following the first nine events, however, BSU and
U of I were tied with 83 points each.
Defending NCAA high jump champion
Jake Jacoby had already led a sweep of that
event by clearing 7-1, below his best but tops
for the meet. Second was Tony Kemp at 6-11
and third went to Chris Litliard at 6-7.
Dave Smith of U of I was chosen
as the top male athlete at the Bronco
Stadium meet, following his 20.53 victory in
the 200 meters and a 10.4 win in the 100.
Sabrina Johnson of BSU was selected as
the outstanding female athlete, winning the
400 meters with a time of 55.73 and winning
the 200 meters in 25.01.
Other Bronco winners included: pave
Tomlinson in the pole vault with a vault of
15 feet, two inches; Joe Hicks in the 110
hurdles in 14.12;nay Kemp with a long jump
of 23-5 Y2; Brad Thompson with a javelin
throw of 210·8; Kevin Flint at 52.37 in the 400
Yhurdles; Dan Tarter with a discus throw of
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... that close to where you
live, free access 10
GQvernment Information
Is avallable on subjects
ranging from starting your
own business to planning
a family vacation? Access .
.to this information ... and
much more ... Is free at
your Depository Library.
So be better Informed.
Ask at your local library
.or write to the Federal
Depository Library
Program, office or the
PubUc Printer, washington,

~=
~
....-.

...

DC 20401.

=1)
Federal Depository
Ubrary Program

BSU's Troy Kemp, who took the long jump In last weekend's meet, helped the Bronco men
to victory. Photo by Michael Lovato

Spring into April!
Nite
5-8
All You Can
Eat
2.95

"ule

VS

Hearns
Mens
Nlte
5·91).M.
5t1c Brllfts

Miller
(;I\:\:le Hour
8-10
Glrts Only.
25c Glass
51.25 Pitcher

Pool
Tourney!
52.00
Entn' t'ee.-

Steel
Barl
Tourney-«
Trophys,
Cllsh

(00"16
Pay Blick

Ralnler

Plzza Pie Nile
5·8
Stroghs lJutton
Nbe 8.11
mscount
With Slroghs
Button

Our Great
Lasagna

Coors
X-Tra Gold
Nite!
51.00 BottleT-Shirts
Prizes
8·10

Pizza Pie
Nite
All You
Can Eat
$2.95

~
d.

27

26

25

Saturday
Nile Plzza
Surprise51.00 orr Our
Lurge
Pizzas

R.I~.O.
At The
PavillonlJob Gibb
Track

Pounder
Nile
51.00 Or
SOc With
Ralnler
T·Shirt

24

23

22

21

Coors Li\:ht
Gi\:l:le Hour
8-10
25c Glass
51.25 Pitcher

Hagler

English
Mark
Dart
Tourney->
Trophy,
Cash

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

345-5688

Spring
Jo'IinR!
Pitchers
52.50
9-11 P.M.

Oly
Stubby
Nlte
SOc lJottle
8 P.M.

Coors Lil\ht
Parapernalla
Nile
8-10
Wear A Coors
LOl\oCheap Coors

PlzzaPle

Cor-ner of Broudwuy&

13,

12

11

10

On-Speclal
$4.95.
Complete
Lunch Or

Dinner

Alumni
VS
Varsity
I"ootballBring Your
Ticket StubGet a $2.00

Pitcher

Free
Popcorn

A nil
52.50
Pitchers
,All Bay

10 .,The,Ulliv.ersittNe,ws·

1~,~r

. BUD
Giggle Hour
8·10
Brenda Lee

Cooler
NlteAll flavors'

51.00
Special All
Day And
Night

And.
'LJ. Sheppard

Patio open this monthl
Remember 15 minute lunch ~uarantee!
Baseball, slo~pitch, Jastpitch teamswelcome

.Wednesday, Aj)rilJO, 1985.
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OAP'offers sporting Ufeto
handicapp~dstudents

r--__._-----------.

by Phil M,atlQck

The' University News
''''-Although anindividualmay'be'cQnfinedto a wheelchair, he or she need not' be
restricted from adventure. Randy Miller
supervises the Outdoor Adventure Program
for the handicapped at BSU which offers instruction in sailing, canoeing, skiing and
scuba diving.
The program has been In existence for a
year and a half. Hies from the classes and '
adventure trips, offered to students by Outdoor Adventures, make this program totally
self-supporting. With the exception of Miller,
all of the staff are volunteers. The equipment
Is financed by the fees and capital from student trips, or donated by local sport shops,
according to Miller.
Miller first conceived of the Idea because
of the success of the Recreation Unlimited
program. Recreation Unlimited offered skiing classes to the handicapped. Although this
program was successful, it did not offer
year-round recreation to the handicapped,
Miller said.
1b expand the recreational opportunities
for the handicapped, Miller and John Bolin
started a scuba diving class. Miller said the
first class was experimental, and staffed with
one certified diver per student. Although four
members quit because they could not breath
on the respirators, he said the class was a success. "It was incredible. They were jacked to
the hilt:' Miller said.,,;.>,
The success of the scuba diving class has
encouraged Miller to add more classes to the
program. Windsurfing, sailing and canoeing
have been added to the program. All courses
will teach practical hands-on cxperi!lllce, he
said. This practical experience will teach the
disabled, "how to handle situations:' Miller
said, adding that the classes, " give a greater
Inner feeling of accomplishment, and make
them aggressive problem-solvers:'
Miller said that open communication between the instructors and the students Is
necessary for success. The staff must be
aware of the individual needs of their
students, and must tailor the program to fit
the Individual's needs. By doing this they can
"break down confinement of the handicap.ped]' Miller said.
To expand the program, OAP bought a
20-acre camp on Cascade Lake. The camp

with

[/!iIoP-

Mark Stallman receives scuba Instruction
from Kimball Anderson at the IJSU' pool.
Photo by Michael Lovato
will serve as a base for hands-on training of
both the able and disabled, Miller said. The
first and second weekends of May will be usto remodel the camp for the disabled. Miller
Is currently looking for volunteers for this"
remodeling.
Because the program is maintained by its
fees, It will continue despite any decrease In
funds, Miller said.
Miller said the program not only contributes to an inner feeling of accomplishment in the disabled, but also prepares the
Individual for future accomplishments. He
used the example of a disabled person applying for a job. When asked what hobbles they
enjoy, the person might reply, "I like to canoe,
ski and dive" This, said Miller, might impress
the prospective employer with the fact that
this person Is a self-motivated achiever.

"I'lldeli\1er
it. But you
gottamake
the call:'
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' will stay as beautiful as the love if
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'represents.
An ArtCarved wedding ring,
, ,'exquisitely designed and hand-finished
'in P,recious,,14 kar,at gold. It's,timeless.
, It's affordable. And it will be yours to
-cherish for a lifetime. Come in together
and select the matching wedding rings
you'll both wear'
'
happily ever after.
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Test yourself ..

garneand
make. them pass. Cabeisnow
workingwitf four quarterbacks. They are last .
.year's stllrterjuniorHaZen.
Choate, senior
The BSU football team began its spring . lbdd· Anderson, junior. Bob. Wheeler, and
sophomore MikeWilliams. Cabe commented .
drills last week. The Broncos wili try to. im-that all four aregood, talented athletesand.
-PrOveon-last~year's
-6--5ree6fd~- ..
Some major coaching changes were made . have picked up his offensive schemes very
well. The Broncos also return a very talented
over the winter. Defensive line coach Kevin
receiving corp with returning starters flanker
O'Hara
and quarterback
coach Harry
Eric Andrade and split end Tony Hunter.
Hedrick both resigned. The two coaches
. Some of the Bronco's main losses on ofhired to replace them were Bill Dutton who
fense were tight end, Kim Metcalf,linemen
will be defensive line coach and Gary Cabe.
Scott Baker, Mark Urness, and All Big Sky
Cabe will serve as the quarterback coach and
tackle, John Kilgore, and fullback Dave
offensive coordinator.
.
Maloney.
Cabe comes to the Broncos from the
Cabe thinks that the Broncos should be a
Denver Gold of the USFL where he served
good sound football team, and will challenge
as the running back coach.
for the Big Sky title. The Broncos' opening
. Cabe said he is working on implementing
season opponent this fall is University of
his offensive philosophies into the Bronco ofUtah, where the Broncos will go on the road
fenses. He said that one of his goals is to
to Salt Lake City to face the Utes.
establish a strong.running attack. The Broncos have the oersonnel to do this, he said.
BSU returns I,OOO-yard rusher Jon FranLate team registration for the TWilight
cis along with Dean Collins and Ron Love
Softball Program: men's, women's, coed,and
at the tailback spots. The Broncos lost starchurch divisions is in progress and continues
ting fullback Dave Maloney to graduation,
through Friday, April 12. Roster forms may
but ISU transfer Dave Goodwin, who redbe picked up at Fort Boise Community
shirted last fall, should be a strong contender
Center.
at that fullback position.
Registration hours Friday are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m .
Most of the skilled people on last year's
Alate registration fee of $20 per team will
. squad returned this year. Coach Cabe said he
be charged. Further information available by
.is .optimistic about the Broncos' offense.
calling the Boise City Recreation Department
Cabe said his main objective is to force opat 384-4219.
posing defense to stop the Broncos' running

Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read asred,-no-whUerVes?
Which tsasimple

one-step test?·

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as.rnanv hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable (or convenience
and privacy?
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• AGES 8 AND OVER • BEGINNIN(i TO ADVANCED
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"HUW TU FLIRT ON HONDAY" was wrllt~n
~sp~rlally
for ynu to' ov~rcomt'. these
fears
and, to Rive yuu
new self-asourance.
Discover
how to make shyne sa
work ~YllU.
Know why "dctlng
out of character"
Is always
the wrong thln~
to do. Learn huw to uae
the "verbal
handshake"
technique
plus many more
Bubt.!e approdCh
tdds you have yet to think
of.
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Pilot to play at the
Mardi Gras'

.Car! Rowe.
DanCe Festival' '8S is sponsored byBSU
theater arts dept~s Dancing Force and is cosponsored by Student Programs Board.
Admission is $4.50 for adults; students and
senior citizens
$3: full time BSU students
are: admitted free. -
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SPBfilms,-tG show-,
SPB and BSU's Panhellenic will be spansoringa dance with Boise's new rock band
Pilot at the Mardi Oms April 13 at 9 p.m.
Admission for students is $2; students with
meal cards get in for $1.50 and the general
public is $2.50 Pilot has recently been on the
road, so don't miss this opportunity.

Concerts Committee
seeks members

�-

The concerts committee for the Student:
Progmrns Board will begin research on potential concerts for next fall semester. If you are
a music. lover, dependable,
good with
organization and enthusiastic, then you are
just what the Programs Board is looking for
in the-way of concerts committee members.
The committee will be dealing with and
organizing several events for the coming year
and with the help of a large membership, the
1985-86 concert season will prove to be even
more successful than this. If you are in- terested please call Jane at 385-3654.

Festival planned
Dance Festival'85 will be held April 12-13
at 8:15 p.rn, in the SEC.
.
The performance 'includes the works of
four dance companies: Bunting Dance Company, Class Jazz. Idaho Dance Ensemble and
BSU's Dancing Force. The show features Lisa
Moon, Alfred Hansen, Marla FrattainHansen, Heidi Bunting, Hilarie Neelyand

Headquarters
Huirst.Ylinl{
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buy one - get one

Open Men-Sat, 9-5
from Cobbles

.FREE

385-9099
Darlene Vandam & Tammy Rose

Featuring:
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,Is now accepting applications

SinqleCones

1033 Broadway-across
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BSU students & facultya $5.00 cut for the month of April

with BSUstudent or faculty
to, offer good thru 4/17

for: .

.

1.) Student Programs Board Chalrper-son for:
Fine Arts I Spe~lal Events Committee
and SPBBusiness Manager
2.) Student members for
Student Union Board of Governors
.

~m~V\!012Jrs
1104 Main St.

2for 1offer
For lst ..time visitors
,Regularly $7 .50per,visit:

. ,;
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BSU students & faculty
$5.00 per visit
Ask about our drawing for
a weekend in Monterey

$38.40/8 ..session package
~
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This week's 'SPB films will be Trash and
Bad, two Andy Warhol movies. Trash is
about a young couple struggling to get by in
New York and their funny and bizarre .experiences looking for money and drugs
among the city's most colorful inhabitants.
It is generally thought to be War:lOl's most
entertaining film" but it also does have
powerful impact as a statement on the urban
drug culture.
Bad is a black comedy about a ring of
suburban women who get their kicks by performing grisly murders. The film is a camp
satire on middle class morality with comments on the brutality of "normal" life,
The films will be shown at 7 p.m. in the
SUB Ada Lounge on April 12 and 14. Admission is $1 for students and staff and $2.50
for the general public.
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'Saiurdays 11·5
All Day Sunday
Your kid can crunch
into a crisp taco
with rice & beans.
or enjoy any other
meal on our
children's
menu for
just 99C;

MISSBRON(O-----~
Puzzle obsession,
Dear Miss Bronco,
,

My roommate is obsessed with crossword
puzzles.All I hear all day is, ''A 6-letter word
with nas the fourth letter.' She's equipped
with the latest Webster-how can I keep my
sanity? God, I'm a business major.
Signed,
Missing a Letter
Dear Missing,
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At least it's not a card you're minus. Some
of my relatives are like that. In fact, some of
my relatives are crossword fanatics too. My
Aunt Hildegard died with an unfinished
Times crossword and a pen in her hand. The
whole family cried when they auctioned off
her unabridged dictionary.
The obvious answer to your dilemma is,
move out. If your crossword fanatic means
more to you than half the rent, however, you
might try sectioning off a room or little niche
where she does.her crosswording. That way,
you can stay on the other end of the house
doing your math and accounting.
You realize that you two are not so different. You are after the unknown, X. She is'
lafter~t1J.e unknown also. Of course, her
unknown could be any letter of the alphabet.
As a last resort, hold a crossword burning.
. It's primitive but will get your point across
(especially if you do it in the living room).
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Signed,
Slants? Stands? Brandy? Brando?
MIss Bronco
That's Itl Bronco.
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:.What's missing?
Dear Miss Bronco,

Crossword· Puzzle '
ACROSS
1 Wager
4 Fragment
9 Help
12 Mohammedan
name
13 Angry
14 African antetope
15 Small waves
17 River In France
19 Urge one
20 Entrance
21 Nimbus,
23 Estlmate too
highly
'27 Body 01 water
29 Verve
30 Relchsmark:
abbr.
31 Possessive
pronoun
32 Item 01 property
34 Capuchin
monkey
2

3

35 Therelore
36 Football kick
37 Build
39 Argument in
writing
42 War god
43 Undergarment
44 Inclined
. roadway
46 Fundamental
48 Young ladles
51 Natlve metal
52 Entertain
54 Negative
55 Evil
56 Boundaries
57 Plaything

CRO;SS
WORD
PUZZLE

Signed,
Alone in the World

FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

DOWN

8 Harangue
9 Greek
marketplace
10 Hostelry
11 Owing
16 Malay canoe
10 11
18 Musical
Instrument
20 E~ase: prlnllng
21 Raise
'
22 Performer '
24 Waistcoats
25 Delineate
26 Sends forth
28 Pertaining to
nsvlgallon
,33Cut, ,
34 Snake
36 BUdQhlst dialect
_ ......
......& 38 Male sheep: pI.
40'Anclent charlot
i-ft.-+--+-+--1 41 Wipe out
ills, Sile of Iowa
State College
<48 Cut short
47 Macaw,
48 PrilS8 for
,payment
49 Gtune at cards

4 Farm building ,
5 Set of professed
opinions
'
6 Ethiopian IItle
7 Near

1 Prohibit
2 Actor Wallach
3 Indulges In
liquor
567

If you'll look to your left, you'll notice
your partner in on-campus humor is conspicuously missing. What happened to the
Conspiracy? I figure since you're an inside
source, you could tell the rest of us. I especially miss the Dr. Heineken gags.

Answers to last week's
puzzle
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_+- ....-4." 50 Pigpen

,
53 Mile: abbr.
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It's Even Lonesome at tbe Bottom ,
,
Miss Bronco
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EXPERT WQRDPROCESSING
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Dear Alone,
People think that we different pseudonyms
are all alike.
I like to think, aslwane in my comic importance, that old pseudonyms never diethey
just start stealing jokes. (Johnny, Milton, are
you listening?)
Indeed: I do not know the machinations
of the cerebrums and cerebellums involved
in the Conspiracy. Even with my slippery intraoffice spies, placed near various large
mouths; I cannot obtain the piece of information you've requested. I can only hope that
Conspirators everywhere will read this and
return, at least for a final venture. However,
you know what the Conspiracy says, "More
next week, if the Conspiracy feels like it:'
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Nature·s····Notebook

Coffee bean trees in park
by Cindy .Hobe~leltner

-----

---'----'-~-----'
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The' U,n;versity News
When the. early settlers· split open the
curious, large (6 to 10 inches long and 2 incneinVide),brown; bean-like pods of the Ken·-·
tucky coffee bean tree, they thought the dimesized seeds resembled coffee beans .. They
roasted and ground the seeds to make coffee. Although the coffee was not a success,
the commonname'for the tree has stuck.
The botanical name for the Kentucky coffee tree is Gymnocladus dioicus. Gymnocladus means naked branch and is referring to the second curious characteristic: the
tree is bare 6 months of the year.
Other unflattering names have also been
bestowed upon this tree. In parts of Canada
it has been calledchicot (dead tree), and the
southern mountaineers called it stump tree.
The large, .brown pods grow in clusters,

.....

,.y'

usually 3 to a cluster. Over the winter the
pods dry and make a peaceful, rattling sound
in the wind. For your listening pleasure;
several Kentucky coffee bean trees are growing near the children's swings in Julia Davis
Park.

Bauhaus:

Snobs

Shadow

England's most revered CUlt
~,~ "Bela Lugos1's D.ead" ~gnd

Wearing them can be a form of reverse snobbery. Because
Birkenstock sandals have no delusions of high fashion. They're
just the most incredibly comfortable Ihings you can wear next
10 wearing nothing, They shope
10 your feel like cool. soh sand,
'\

!~~~~~b~~
ts:

lion to lei you walk healthier, more
nalurall)! And they lastond lasl. ~
Birkenstock. For very confident
men and women, $34 to $53.
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Lavington ot LaVingtonLtd
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matching your style to the
. company you work for. 15min
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0' Light
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M,W.F 9:00 em: T,Th 4:00 pm

The BIrth 01 TV 'Toons

AduJf
Car~ns

A special surprise package ot cartoons
from the early years of television. 30
min

. The
Fabulous

M.W,F 9:30 em; T.Th 4:30 pm

~~
1961 (part I) '.,
Kennedy elected

.

Sixties

Taylor/Burton romance. Russian in space. Kennedy
meets Kruschev. 30 min

HIGHCi>UNT~
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344,3821

Host Meg e;rt1tin delivers
the best 10 new music
G.
videos. InClUde.s #1Club.
video. top ten countdown.
.
special guests. and more. ~O min

WinaPorsche!
Play Ihe Domino's Pizza
"No Problem" Game and
you might win a brand
new Porsche 944 Sports
Car from Domino's Pizza
and CokePJusl rub off
the Problem section of '
the game card. Then rub
'off IheSolulionsection
to
see' if you won a prize
such as a FREE serving
01 Coket>toppings,pizzas
or one of five Forsche
944'sll HurrylGame
ends May 19.
Game rulesara on the
back of the cards. No ,
,.·pulCh~
n~ary.

Domino's Pizza Dellvers~
Fast, Free Delivery'"
Store address,
Phone: 000-0000
Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
" 1118S Domino', PiUa,Inc.

1013 VIsta

343-5"'
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(LISSIFIED
For'"5ote
STORAGE FORTH9SE
ITEMS YOU
NEED TO'LEAVE BEHIND OVER THE
SUMMER MONTHS,TRY,
OUR 'LOW
COST STORAGE SPACES (FROM $9 A
MONTH) AT WCKAWAY STORAGE,
5246 CHINDEN
BLVD, BOISE. 'ASK
ABOUT OUR MOVE-IN SPECIAL. CALL
322-4487.

IDAHO ,ROOMMATE FINDERS, 2309
MountainHome
Drive, suite D, 1-8 p.m.,
Men-Sat. 376"7666. '

Services

UNWANTED PREGNANCY: We are an ac-tive, outgoing professional young couple who
are unable to.become parents without your
help and understanding. We will pay aUlegal
and medical expenses. Contact our attorney ,
For sale: 2100 Ibs No.5 grade, 1W' scrap
iron. Color: red. Various shapes and sizes; . and speak to Lisa Krueger re: 'Bob and Beverly (collect) (714) 983-9602 or (714) 594-5232
Appraised value: $65,000. Asking price: 1
24 hrs.
tuna sandwich ..
25 inch, It. blue metalic Motobecane NomadSprint. Excellent condition, brand new rear
tire. For a closer look and a test-ride call Lisa
343-7291 or leave a message at 385-1464. $135
or best offer.

Be IndependentLJ;!!ll:n exti11$$~wl!!~~.)'()u
'learn. Over 2200 sensational moneymaking
opportunities currently available. Directory
$16.95.' FAI., 8306 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
384-BI, Beverly Hills, Califo(nia90211. '

Jobs'
EARN
MONEY
ON
ALL
THE
MAGAZINES SOLD ON CAMPUS. NEED'
PEOPLE TO POST INFORMATION.
GOOD PROFIT. WRITE, BPC, 8218 HAR·
DY, OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204.
Excellent income for part-time home
assembly: work. For information
call
312-741-8400 Ext-1429.

KY: YES, I DO LOVE YOUI WHo
LOVING 'AND SECURE Professionals.
California couple wishes to adopt a newborn.
Will pay for costs. Call collect 714522-2694/Attorney 714-841-3444.

$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP Mailing Circulars!
No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush
self-addressed envelope: Dept. AM-7CEG,
" , P.O. Box 830, Wood sock, IL 60098.

AU, PAIRS/NANNIES,' NEEDED: should
eiijoycreative'chiideare,oewiIIlnglorelocate
East, able to make 9-12 month commitment
for great salary, benefits and excellent work.
ing conditions. Round trip air provided.
Warm, loving families prescreened by Helping Hands, Inc. 33 Whipple Road, Wilton,
Ct. 06897".(203) 834·1742. No Fee.
"JOIN US IN D.C:' Au pair express seeks individuals for one year positions in child care
with
Washington
families.
Room/
board/salary. Contact Caryn Walsh Box
15367, Washington, D.C. 20003-0376.

Lost & Fouhd
Reward, Lost: 1 pair of Vuarnet prescription
sunglasses w/brown/white
frame. Please
contact Darlene Saunders at 376-5647.
Lost: One blue bell-shaped earring between
LA and SN Phone 385·1415.

You Can Buy Our Pizzo•••

HONG KONG TAILOR

GUMEASUIED FOI CUSTOMMADE
CLOTHESAT-IEADY-MADI'IICIS
A8S0LmLY Flur

m.IIlTS_'" ....

m• .-n-CII''''
AllClISYOll-lUllUlm
__
IlW S191 .
IlUICU25J.S411
SAn S'O-S~OO, .
AllCUS'
SIIITS
IIOWS".
IlUIIlU25-S4I .. ;
sans"no .
WTU&IlTU-5IIIIlJACmS
SUI

SALE- TWO DAYSONLY-APRIL 1~16

..

6508 Fairview .

3'16-3454

1016 Broadway

0/$1. 10,,\\0

3.4-1)010
IT"C"Only'

or
.
you can turn the page.

University Ino-2360 University Dr.
CaRMr. Steve Samtani Tel: 34~7170

Getgood
reading
. every
..."
m
Issue,
"

What numbers shouldyou call inan emergency?
can you save more moneyon local phone
service?What do recentchangesin the telecommunications industrv mean to you?
Find out' by reading the newsletters that come
in your phone bill. They can answer all these
questions, as well as tell you about Mountain Bell
long distance service, special services for disabled.
customers, rate changes and much more.
In fact, every month you'll find useful,
interesling infonnalion about our services, policies
and procedures. So be sure to give each newsletter
your complete attention, There's good reading for you
in every issue.
1I0w

Ibrthe way yon live.
@
Mountain Bell

